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 Worst Friction : She doesn't want to take any chances and he can't get anyone else to play the part for him. Solution : He'll be
willing to try anything to avoid going to prison, even using his twin's identity to be released. A: Risky Business, by Janet

Evanovich Synopsis from goodreads.com: Viola Hastings is a risk-taker who has learned never to leave anything to chance.
She's been on the stage, she's been an actress, she's been in show business. But none of that qualifies her to impersonate a man.

Worst Friction: Imposter Syndrome. Solution: she sets out to solve the problem with help from her beautiful, sophisticated
actress friend and her PR woman. #include #include "catch.hpp" #include "../suite.h" #include "../test_macros.h"

TEST_CASE("test_complex_euler_1") { using boost::math::complex; using std::real; auto out = complex::euler(1);
CHECK(out.real() == 2.7182818284590452354); CHECK(out.imag() == 2.7182818284590452354); } 1. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a seat comprising a stationary part and a movable part for allowing a child to rest or the like. 2.
Description of the Prior Art Such a seat is already known from U.S. Pat. No. 2,537,888, which discloses a seat comprising two
separable plates, each comprising a main piece and two side pieces, and an angle piece pivotally joined to a front end of each

side piece of the main pieces of the two plates. The angle pieces are pivotally joined to the front ends of the side pieces of each
plate at a distance from each other, so that the seat may be opened and closed. When the angle pieces are pivoted in the same
direction in that their pivoting axis extends transversely to the direction of extension of the seat, the plates separate from each

other to allow a person to pass between the plates. When the angle pieces are pivoted in the opposite direction in that
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